We will prove that 13/10 < K « 1014/779 < 1.301669.
1. Introduction. Zygmund [7] introduced the class of real valued functions/(x), defined and continuous on the closed interval / = [-1,1], such that (i) 1/(1) -2/{(€ +1,)/2} + /(t,)|« m\z -n\ for some constant M and all | and t\ in /. Timan [4] , [5] , [6] called such functions "quasi-smooth". Let Z be the class of quasi-smooth functions for which M = 1 and /(-l) =/(+l) = 0. Suppose that K = sup max|/(x) | .
fez X(E'
Timan [6] proved that K < 4/3 and asserted that this was not the best result.
Brudnyi [1] attributed to Abramov the claim that K *s 383/288. He exhibited a function in Z whose maximum value is 5/4; hence K > 5/4. Sokolova [3] proved that K < 4/3 -4/381 = 168/127 < 1.322835, and conjectured that K = 5/4.
In this paper we will prove that 1.3 = 13/10 < K < 1014/779 < 1.301669, thus disproving Sokolova's conjecture. (In no way discouraged by her failure, we conjecture that K = 13/10.) The proof starts with the derivation in Section 2 of upper bounds for |/(£)| as/ ranges over Z when £ is one of twenty-six particular numbers in /. Each of these upper bounds is the consequence of a particular identity in the functional values of / and the inequality (1) . It is easy to see (cf. Section 5) that there is a function f0 in Z and a point x0 in / such that f0ix0) = K-^n Sections 4 and 5 we derive two basic inequalities from which can be inferred upper bounds on K if it is known that x0 lies in a subinterval (a, b) of / and if upper bounds for fia) and fib) as/ranges over Z are known. In Section 6 we apply these basic inequalities to each of the subintervals determined by adjacent values of £ considered in Section 2, and thereby obtain the asserted upper bound on K. In Section 3 we show that the membership in Z of a piecewise linear continuous function fix) on /, whose corners he in an arithmetic progression (with distance /V"1 between successive numbers) can be decided in 2NÍ2N -1) arithmetical tests, and then exhibit such a function with N = 20 that passes all of the tests, so that it is in Z, and that has the value 13/10 when x = 3/10. This demonstrates the asserted lower bound on K. In Section 7 we describe the manner in which we used a computer to assist in the discovery of the functional identities used in Section 2 and of the piecewise linear function in Z recorded in Section 3. We emphasize, however, that the proofs of the identities and of the properties of the piecewise linear function are independent of the computer.
Some Preliminary Numerical
Results. We will show in this section that, iff E Z, (2) |/ ( The remaining inequalities in (2) are consequences of analogous, but more complicated identities, recorded at the end of the paper, and similar reasoning.
3. Piecewise Linear Functions in Z. Let TV be a positive integer, and xk = ik-N)/N, k = 0,1,...,27V. Let y be a 27V + 1' tuple iy0, yx,...,y2n) such that y0 = y2N = 0, and suppose that fix) is a real-valued continuous function on / such that fix k) = yk. A necessary condition that/ E Z is that (3) \yk-2yk+l + yk+2l\<2l/N for all integers k and / such that 0<A:<27V-2, KKNik/2). It is also necessary that (3) hold when / is half of an odd integer such that 3 < 2/ < 2N -k, ifyk+i is defined as/[(/c + / -N)/N] for such values of /. If/is known to be linear on each interval ixk, xk+x), the following lemma asserts that these conditions are sufficient.
Lemma 1. Suppose that xk = ik -N)/N, that fix) is linear on each interval (**> xk+l), and that fixk) = yk. Then f EZ if, and only if, y0 = y2N = 0 and (3) holds whenever k and 21 are integers such that 0 < k < 2/V -2, 2 < 2/ *£ 27V -k, and the value yk+l/2 is defined as (yk + yk+,)/2.
Consider the functions ß_,(£, ij) = i-l)J{fiè) -2/[(¿ + i¡)/2] + /(t,)} -ïj + | if = 0,1). For each tj in (-1,1) these functions are piecewise linear, continuous functions of £ on [-1, t/] with corners in the set consisting of tj and those points xk and 2xk -tj that lie in [-1, tj] . It follows that ßy(£, tj) < 0 when -1 < £ < tj if, and only if, Qjixk, tj)<0 and Qj(2xk.-tj, tj) =£ 0 for all k such that xk<rx and -1 < 2xk -tj < tj, respectively. (Note that Q (tj, tj) = 0.) For each 7 and Ar, the functions QXxk, tj) and Q}f2xk -tj, tj) are piecewise linear, continuous functions of tj on the respective intervals [xk, 1] and [xk, x'k], in which x'k = min(2jcA + 1, 1). The corners of Qjixk, tj) lie in the set of those points xn and 2xn -xk that are in [xk, 1] , and the corners of Q}i/2xk -tj, tj) lie in the set of those points xn and 2xk -xn that are in [xk,x'k]. Moreover Qjixk,i\)^0
and Qji2xli. -tj, tj) < 0 for the appropriate values of k and tj if, and only if, ß (x,,., tj") =£ 0 and Qji2xk -tj,,, Tj") < 0 whenever tj,, is an appropriate corner. Because 2xh -xk = x2h-k> ll is now c'ear mat ö>(£<i) ** 0 for all I, tj such that -1 < £ *£tj < 1 if, and only if, Qjixk, xh) < 0 for all Ar and /; such that 0 *£ Ar < h =£ 27V. If we define / so that h = k + 21, then 2/ is a positive integer and the lemma is now obvious, after we observe that (3) is trivial when / = 1/2, and that 1/2 is the only permissible value of /when Ar = 27V-1. (2) is attained. Because all of these upper bounds are less than 13/10, this knowledge does not help us improve the lower bound 13/10 for K, and we omit the proof of this assertion. We have been unable to decide whether the remaining inequalities in (2) are best possible. 
Thus we see that the following lemma is true. Corollary. Suppose that -1 < 2a -b < 26 -a < 1. /// G Z, ;/a < x, « 6, a«i/ //A «s 1, í6en (6) ay < Ä", =/1(a)+,4(6)+ 6-a.
It follows from Lemma 2, but not from the corollary, when a = 0, 6 = 1, and when a = -1,6 = 0, that ay < 3/2 (because ^(0) = 1/2, ^(±1) = 0). Therefore, the set Z is uniformly bounded, and K < 3/2.
5. The Second Basic Inequality. Sokolova [3] asserted that the set Z is compact in the space of continuous functions on /. (She offered no proof, but the result is an immediate consequence of Ascoli's theorem [2] , the fact that Z is uniformly bounded, and the existence of a modulus of continuity [6] that applies uniformly for / in Z, so that the functions in Z are equicontinuous.) It follows that there exists a function/0 in Z and a point jc0 in I such that/q(x0) = K.
Given two points a and 6 in / such that a < 6, the function/*(y), defined so that
A«"-»-. +^/Wis easily seen to be in Z. Therefore, \f*iy) |< A'. Because K < 3/2, there is no loss of generality in supposing that K' < 3/2 in (5). The existence of the function /,(*), described near the end of Section 3, shows that Ait) > 1/2 if |||< 1/2. The argument leading to (5) thus shows that K = a/o < K' if |£|< 1/2, 2Ait) ^ K' < 3/2, and
In particular, (8) K^K' if a <x0 <a'= a-A(a)
and if 2 max{/l(a), ,4(6)} < K' < 3/2, 0 =S a < b < 1/2. Note that in this case both 2a -b and b -2a are in /. If a' < b', so that K' is less than the right-hand side of (6). it does not follow from (8) that K < A"' if a' *£ x0 < b'. It does, however, follow from (7) that, if a' < x0 « 6', (9) A"<2 max f <* ~ a^b\ + <» ~ *>'(«> j + ■<» ',«>* .
The maximum in (9) occurs when x = b' if /1(6) 3= /1(a) and when x = a' if /1(a) ^ Aib), so that (10) AT« 2(1 + A)max{/4(a),/4(6)} -AA" + (6 -a)ÄT/2.
Therefore, /Ï is surely not greater than A.' when a' =£ x0 =£ 6', if A.' is not less than the value A"3 at which (10) is an equality when K' = K = Ki. Thus we have proved the following lemma when Ky < A", and A', < 3/2. (Its validity is obvious if
A", ^ A., or K, > 3/2.) Lemma 3. //0 < a < .v" ^ 6 < 1/2 and A < 1, r/tevj
The result in Lemma 3 is an improvement over an earlier result of Sokolova [3] that K^ KA = 2max(/t(a).
if a < x0 < 6. We will refer to (6) and (11) as the basic inequalities.
6. Application of the Basic Inequalities. We arrange the values of x, for which we exhibited upper bounds on Z for |/(x)| in (2), into an increasing sequence £0 = 0, £: = 3/20.£26 = 7/20, £27 = 1, and calculate A", for each interval (a, 6) = (£,, £.+1). verifying along the way that A < 1. It is obvious that -1 «£ 2a -6 < 26 -a < 1, so that the corollary to Lemma 1 is applicable, except when (a, 6) = (£26, £27) = (7/20,1) when we must use Lemma 1 itself. The values of Ä, are recorded in Table I as the smallest six-place decimal fraction that is not less than the actual rational number computed from (6). We conclude that K < 3004633/2304324 < 1.303911.
We now calculate K3 for each interval (a, 6) = (£,, £,+1), starting with the interval for which A., is largest and continuing in descending order of Kx until we reach a value A-, that is less than the largest value of A"3 so far calculated. In this manner we conclude that A"< 1014/779 < 1.301669.
This completes the proof of the assertion that 1.3 < K < 1.301669. The estimate K = 1.300834 is in error by less than 0.0642%.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Table I Values of Kx and A'3 calculated from the basic inequalities (6) and (11) i Ait) a-, a:3 0 7. A Related Linear Programming Problem. Although our paper is logically complete, it may be helpful to explain the origin of the various identities used in Section 2 to obtain upper bounds, and of the various piecewise linear functions in Z that were (or could have been) used in Section 3 to obtain lower bounds.
We say that the 27V + 1' tuple y = iy0, yx, y2,-..,y2N-,, y2N) is admissible if y0 = y2N = 0 and the inequalities (3) hold whenever Ar and / are integers such that 0<Ar<2A -2, 1 < / < TV -(Ar/2). Let PmN be the (linear programming) problem of finding an admissible y for which ym is a maximum. Let ymN be this maximum value. Then ymN = y2N-mtN because fi-x) E Z when fix) E Z. It is obvious that fix J <ymN if fEZ.
We say that the 27V + 1' tuple j» is * admissible if y0 = y2N = 0 and the inequalities (3) hold whenever Ar and 2/ are integers such that 0 < Ar < 27V -2, 2<2/^27V -k and the value yk + i/2 is defined as iyk + yk+x)/2. Let P*N be the linear programming problem of finding a *admissible j' for which ym is a maximum. Let y*N be this maximum value. By virtue of Lemma 1 it is obvious that sup/(*m)>;Cvfez
We have written a computing program for the Cyber-176 that calculates the coefficients for both PmN and P*N, and stores them for use in the general purpose linear programming routine APEX III [8] . Each of the points £, for which an upper bound for |/(£)| was furnished in (2) , is a rational fraction of the form xm = im -N)/N in which m and N are relatively prime integers and N < m < 27V. Accordingly, we can use the computer to find ymN and^*^.
The computer output for PmN contains, among other things, not only v^ and the values ykik = 1,2,... ,2N) corresponding to the maximizing solution, but also the values of the " marginal" variables ( = dual variables = Lagrange multipliers) corresponding to each of the 2A2 inequalities (3). It is a well-known fact that the sum of the products of each marginal variable and the left-hand side of the corresponding inequality is identically equal to the function being maximized. These identities are the ones recorded in the appendix at the end of the paper after two modifications. All of the computer output is expressed as finite decimal fractions (mostly 5 place accuracy). We have guessed simple rational fractions to which the decimal fraction values for the marginal variables appeared to be reasonably accurate approximations. That our guesses were appropriate is confirmed by the observations that the identities in the appendix, written down with the guessed rational fractions (and multiplied by a least common denominator in order to use only integers as coefficients), are actually identities, verifiable ab initio without any refernce to their computer origin. Next, the integers m and TV can be multiplied by the same factor k without changing xm. It is obvious that yKmKN <ymN and y*m_KN>y*N if k is a positive integer. Accordingly, the identity actually recorded in the appendix corresponds to the smallest k in the set of k for which the problem Pk",_kN can be handled by APEX-III on our computer and for which yKmKN is least. It may happen that there is an integer k' for which the problem P*m_K>N can be handled by APEX-III on our computer and for which y*,mK,N is equal to the least yKmKN. In this case, sup/(.*",) =yKm.KN, fez so there is notning to be gained by proceeding to larger values of k or k'. The numerical data show that it is possible thaty2m2N = ymN (e.g.,,y12 8 = y64 = yX2 = 1), that y2m¿N <JVv (e-g-> ^38,32 = 83/64 <yW6 = 13/10), that ymN = ymN (e.g., y*4 = y5A = 5/4), that y*N < ymN (e.g., y% = 23/18 <y1A = 35/27), that k' = k> 1 (e-g-, 71*7.13 < y*4,26 < y*U39 < 76*8.52 = 439/338 = >>6g 52 < >'34.26 < 751,39 < 7l7.l3 X that k' < k (e.g., yfXi9 <y2\K <y*xll < y^M = 415/324 = y^12< yllbi < yb6M < y55AS < 744,36 < 733,27 =722.18 =7i 1,9 X and that k' > k (e.g., y2\20 < y*6A0 < y*9(t0 = 193/150 =74640 <723,2o)-The fifth of these examples also shows that yKm kN need not be monotone in k.
The computer output for P*N contains not only y*N but also the values y% ik= 1,...,2N -1) corresponding to the maximizing solutions. These decimal fractions satisfy conditions (3) as in Lemma 1, within some unknown round-off error. We have replaced the decimal fractions with simple rational fractions to which the decimal fraction appeared to be reasonably accurate approximations. 
